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Historical Note

Management Information Systems at the University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire is the office responsible for administrative and academic computing. Its origins trace back to approximately 1965. Since its inception, this office has undergone a number of name changes.
Content Description

The series consists largely of departmental meeting minutes, including those of the Hardware and Software Committee and the Weekly Maintenance Group. Additional materials include computer users’ manuals, a history of the equipment owned by the department, administrative charts, speeches and writings by Rudolf Polenz, Director of Management Information Systems in the 1970s, and a silent 5 minute color film (circa 1970) depicting the campus computing center.

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information:

Transferred to the University Archives by Records and Registration in 1982.

Access Restrictions:

Collection is open to the public.

Use Restrictions:

Researchers are responsible for using in accordance with 17 U.S.C. Copyright not owned by the University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire.

Preferred Citation:


Processing Note:


Arrangement:

Flat arrangement; alphabetical organization.

Subjects

Personal Names:

Polenz, Rudolf C.

Corporate Names:
University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire. Management Information Systems
University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire--Information management.
University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire--Data processing

Genre Terms:

Minutes
School records